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Practical Rationale
Problems w/Traditional Feedback

Time burden –
15 minutes per essay X 120 = 30 hours
Clarity
Especially with rubrics!!!!!

Students don’t seem to apply written
comments to future assignments

Traditional Solutions

Give less feedback
Stock phrases?
Diagnostic grading
Forego either positive or negative
Holistic grading

Assign fewer essays
Diagnostic grading
Timeliness of feedback

Get mad.

Solution = Rubric
“Grading rubrics, the most efficient and standardized
of all response methods, fail to recognize the value in customizing the response to individual
students and contexts. While they may address some concerns about reliability and time,
rubrics are the most mechanical form of feedback short of automated essay score (AES) and
work against the human and humane forms of feedback and response long valued by
educators.

“Feedback that models real communication from one human
being to another is more likely to be meaningful to student writers and helps to
promote the best practices of teaching and learning.”
English Language and Composition: Course Description. New York, NY: College Board, 2014.

•

“When I see this paper and all these marks all over
it, that’s all I see: a bunch of marks. But now, I feel
like I can actually write this.”

Student
Self-efficacy

Teacher
Feedback

Mastery
Experiences

Richard Straub suggests the
following approaches to
responding to student writing:
▶ Turn comments into conversation.
▶ Do not take control of a student’s text.
▶ Give priority to global concerns of content, organization, and
purpose before getting overly involved with style and correctness.
▶ Limit the scope and number of comments (more isn’t better).
▶ Select your focus according to the stage in the writing process.
▶ Gear comments to individual students.
▶ Make frequent use of praise.
7
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Pedagogical Rationale
I'm able to give feedback to the students that serves as instruction rather
than rationale or explanation.

It makes assessing work a conversation - so the student feels comfortable being
part of that conversation.

Student efficacy correlates best with student mastery experiences. Those
experiences are primarily informed by feedback from a primary reader: the teacher.

“It’s has now been well established that the beliefs that students hold about their
writing capabilities powerfully influence their writing performances….” (Pajares,
Johnson, and Usher)

The Mouth Is Mightier Than the Pen
By MATT RICHTEL
Few methods beat email for sending communication blasts, getting a
note in front of a far-flung sales prospect or employer, or attaching
pictures and documents.
Too bad about the downside: You may not sound your smartest.
New research shows that text-based communications may make
individuals sound less intelligent and employable than when the
same information is communicated orally. The findings imply that
old-fashioned phone conversations or in-person visits may be more
effective when trying to impress a prospective employer or, perhaps,
close a deal.

If you are thinking, “Well, that’s a silly experiment. The written
version was meant to be heard, not read,” the researchers have a
response. In a second experiment, the researchers asked evaluators
to read a written pitch that was specifically drafted by candidates to
be read (rather than spoken aloud). Same result. And in a third
experiment, they verified the findings with a group of evaluators
who were professional recruiters from Fortune 500 companies.
The researchers also turned the experiment on its head by asking
museum goers to read written pitches aloud. As before, the
evaluators judged the candidates as more employable in the oral
pitches, even though they had been specifically prepared to be read.
“If you read aloud my written pitch, you’d sound smarter than my
written pitch,” Dr. Epley said.

Vocal cues “show that we are alive inside — thoughtful, active,” said
Nicholas Epley, a professor of behavioral science at the University
of Chicago Booth School of Business and one of two co-authors of
the paper, “The Sound of Intellect,” published in Psychological
Science this month. “Text strips that out,” he added.

Dr. Epley did not control for writing ability, but given that these
were students at a top business school, Dr. Epley assumed they were
better-than-average writers, suggesting that the results did not reflect
poor writing skills.

In the first of a series of experiments presented in the paper, the
researchers recruited 18 M.B.A. candidates from Booth. The
students were asked to prepare a brief pitch to a prospective
employer — a roughly two-minute proposal that the researchers
recorded on video.

Nor did he select his subjects for excellence in public speaking.
Rather, he says, the results validate and expand upon previous
research showing that the cadence and intonation of voice allows
listeners to do a better job of gauging a person’s thoughts than the
same information communicated in writing.

Separately, the researchers recruited 162 people who were visiting
the Museum of Science and Industry in Chicago to evaluate these
pitches. Some of these museumgoers watched the video, a second
group listened to the audio without watching the video, and a third
group read a transcript of the pitch.

“How do we know that another person has a mind at all?” Dr. Epley
said. “The closest you ever get to the mind of another person is
through their mouth.”

What the researchers found was that the evaluators who heard the
pitches — whether in the audio or video version — “rated the
candidates’ intellect more highly” than those who read the transcript,
the paper reported. Those who listened or watched also rated the

“People abuse text-based mediums like email. That’s a disaster in a
lot of ways,” he said. “Email is really good for sending a
spreadsheet, but it strips out some of your humanity.”
Richtel, Matt. "The Mouth Is Mightier than the Pen." New York
Times [New York] 28 June 2015, Business Day sec.: 3.
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Snagit: Procedural Summary
What They Do
Submit an electronic file
(GoogleDocs)
Upload it to a Google form
or file it in their “folder”
Handwritten work: pdf

What You Do
Open the doc
Open your Snagit extension
Review the paper
Copy+paste the URL in an email
or to the top of the page

Jing: Procedural Summary
What They Do
Submit an electronic file
(GoogleDocs)
Upload it to a Google form
or file it in their “folder”
Handwritten work: pdf

What You Do
Review it on JING
Upload it to Screencast
Send them the link to their
assessment

Keep it under five minutes
Have an agenda
Have them take notes?

Demonstration Video

If video doesn’t play, click here.

Oh, yeah. This too.

If video doesn’t play, click here.

An Essay Assessment of a Successful
Freshman Core Essay (w/rubric as a reference)
What are some examples of effective and ineffective
instruction assessment that are unique to verbal
feedback in this example?

Jesalin's Essay Feedback

Voice v. Pen
A Comparative Analysis

Thesis
Verbal Comments

•

●

…which is probably a conclusion

you inevitably have to reach, but

●

if [the prompt] is asking for
criteria, your thesis sentence is
a nice place to identify…
●

Here you imply it’s about
money, and I think that’s close
enough that I can buy into that.

●

Sources
•

●

Verbal Comments

When you say McLean, that assumes that we know
who he is, that we’ve heard of this guy before.

●

●

Instead, when you introduce him as so and so
McLean from this source, that’s going to make it
clear that you understand if this is a credible source
or not. Because if it’s just a radio [jock] or a picture,
you could say, “Although he’s just a radio host, he
does make a good point when he says…” And that
makes it clear that you’re willing to consider the
credibility of your sources.

●

Synthesizing Sources
•

●

Verbal Comments

You talk about Collins
disagreeing with this point up
here, which is pretty terrific.
But if you could find a
source that employed this
point and then have Collins
disagree with them, you’d be
synthesizing your sources.

●

Synthesizing Sources

•

●

Verbal Comments

You get away with getting a “6” from me
because I think this is written so well.
And you show that you’re a clever stylish
●
writer. But in a synthesis essay, they’re

going to be looking at much better source
incorporation – really just a question of
quantity. But also putting them against
each other and doing like you do here,
building them

General Evaluation Comments
•

●

Verbal Comments

Most people would score this a 5 and I
scored it a 6, and I don’t know what
the heck I was thinking. This is a little
short with not enough source work.
But it’s obvious you’re a really smart
person and a really good writer. You
should be writing 8’s and 9’s with just
a couple of simple inclusions. So let’s
see [that] next time you write one of

Positive Feedback
•

“Although a large majority of students felt positive
feedback to be very important and confirmed it
increased their confidence, the evidence showed a
decided lack of positive comments.”

Melanie R Weaver “Do Students Value Feedback?
Student Perceptions of Tutors’ Written Responses.”
Assessment & Evaluation in Higher
EducationVolume 31, Issue 3, 2006

FLIP!
Student Self-Assessment and
Reflection

Portfolio Reviews

Snagit or Movenote

How You Do it
Create a google form (for
submission)
Give ‘em an instruction sheet with
expectations
Student adds the Snagit app (they
can use other apps, but Snagit is
best for displaying docs)
Student loads the documents they
wish to review onto a file (pdf or
google docs)
Student submits a web link to the
review

The First Response I Got

Third Writing Portfolio
(submitted in May)

Introduction Videos

Behold!
The first one
But, a more entertaining one

“Feedback that models real
communication from one human
being to another is more likely to be
meaningful to student writers and helps to
promote the best practices of teaching
and learning.”
English Language and Composition:
Course Description. New York, NY:
College Board, 2014.
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